Abstract. In this paper we derive conditions under which the finite-dimensional constrained Tikhonov-regularized solutions xa c of an ill-posed linear operator equation Tx = y (i.e., xa c is the minimizing element of the functional \\Tx -y\\2 + a||x||2, a > 0 in the closed convex set C", which is a finite-dimensional approximation of a closed convex set C) converge to the best approximate solution of the equation in C. Moreover, we develop an estimate for the approximation error, which is optimal for certain sets C and C". We present numerical results that verify the theoretical results.
. Here, Tf is bounded if and only if k is a degenerate kernel. Therefore, one has to regularize the equation Tx = y. A wellknown and effective regulanzation method is Tikhonov-regularization, where the functional ||7x -y\\2 + a||x||2, a > 0, is minimized in X (cf., e.g., [4] ). Often, one is not interested in the solution T^y, but in the best-approximate solution on a certain set C, which, in the following, we assume to be closed and convex. It is thus reasonable to require that the regularized solutions should have the same properties as the unknown exact solution, e.g., it should be an element of C. Therefore, we regularize the problem Tx = y A x G C by minimizing the Tikhonov functional ||7x -_y||2 + a||x||2, a > 0, on C. We call the solution x c of this minimum problem the "constrained Tikhonov-regularized solution." Results about convergence rates for these solutions xa c have been developed in [9] (cf. also [10] ). For stability and convergence results see [7] , [9] and [10] . Some of these results are summarized in the next section. For numerical computation one approximates the Hubert space X by finite-dimensional subspaces Xn. In Section 3 we are concerned with the influence of the approximation of X and C on the convergence and the convergence rates of constrained Tikhonov-regularized solutions. In contrast to the optimal estimate of the approximation error in the unconstrained case (cf., e.g., [4] ), estimates for \\xaC -xaC ||, where xaC is the constrained Tikhonov-regularized solution in C" (c Xn), in general contain terms for which only the square root of the best-possible rate of convergence of elements in Cn to xaC can be guaranteed (cf. [11] ). We develop an estimate which implies, at least in the case that C is a ball and Cn = C ñ Xn, the optimal convergence rate (see Theorem 3.9 and Corollary 3.10).
In the last section we present numerical examples for integral equations of the first kind. For the sets C we have chosen the nonnegative functions on the one hand, and balls on the other hand. Xn is the space of linear splines on a uniform grid of (« + 1) points in [0, 1] . The tables show that the convergence rates obtained confirm the theoretical results.
2. Constrained Tikhonov Regularization. Throughout this paper, let X and Y be real Hilbert spaces; T: X -> Y a bounded linear operator; the set of all bounded linear operators on X into Y will be denoted by L(X,Y). The inner products and norms in X and Y, though in general different, will both be denoted by ( •, • ) and || • ||, respectively. We consider the problem of solving (2.1) Tx=y and xgC with y g y and 0 # C(cl)a convex closed set.
We define now what we mean by the "solution" of (2.1).
Definition 2.1. x0 c G C is called the "C-best approximate solution" of (2.1) if
Il 7*o,c ~ y II= i™0{Il t* ~~ y III * G c} and ll*o,cll = mf{ll*ll I* e C and \\Tx -y\\ = ||7xoc -j>||).
Thus, a C-best approximate solution minimizes the norm of the residual on C and has minimal norm among all minimizers. One can show that the problem (2.4) has a unique solution xaC for all a > 0 and that (2.5) ||7xa,c -Qyf + a\\xaX\\2 = inf{||7x -Qyf + a\\x\\2 |x G c}, where Q is the orthogonal projector onto R(T) (cf. [9, Theorem 2.3]). We call xaC the "constrained Tikhonov-regularized solution" of (2.1). xaC can also be characterized as the unique element in C such that the variational inequality (2.6) (T*TxaC + axaC-T*y,h-xaC)>0 for all Ä G C holds (cf. [9, (2.7)]).
In the following two theorems we show that xaC converges to the C-best approximate solution xoc of (2.1), if Ry G T{C), and that xaC depends continuously on the data y for all a > 0. Therefore, the problem of solving (2.4) is well posed. We now assume that the exact right-hand side y of Eq. (2.1) is unknown and that only perturbed data y are available. We assume that we have the information \\Q(y -ys)\\ < <S. Let x* c be the constrained Tikhonov-regularized solution of (2.1) with y replaced by ys. Then we obtain the following result. Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 2.3-2.6. D
For more results on constrained Tikhonov-regularized solutions, and detailed proofs, see [9] (cf. also [10] ).
3. Finite-Dimensional Approximation of C -Best Approximate Solutions. For numerical computation one has to approximate the infinite-dimensional real Hilbert space A" by a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces. In the unconstrained case, algorithms for the finite-dimensional approximation of T^y have been developed, e.g., in [2] , [4] and [6] .
We approximate X by finite-dimensional subspaces Xn (n g N) such that Xl c X2 c ••• and U"eNJi" = I Moreover, we approximate the closed convex set C by closed convex sets C" c Xn (e.g., C" = C n Xn) and compute the constrained Tikhonov-regularized solutions xaC in C". Now we look for conditions under which xn c converges to xoc for a -* 0 and n -> oo.
Following [8] , we define lim Cn = C if and only if s-Um C" = w-hm C" = C.
«-♦00
Theorem 3.2. Z^i Ry g 7(C) a«¿ /e/ C" be a sequence of closed and convex subsets in X such that lim"_00C" = C. Moreover, let {x"} be a sequence in X such that xn G C" for all n G N and limn_00 x" = xoc, and /e/ {a"} be a sequence such that an 10 for n -» oo. If one of the following two conditions:
(i) Äy = ßyand hmn^00a-1||7(x" -x0>c)||2 = 0;
(ii) Ry * Qy, C" C C/<v a// n g N ana* hm"^00«-1||r(xn.-xoc)|| = 0 is fulfilled, then lim"_00x Cn = xoc.
Proof. First we show that To obtain results about convergence rates, we develop an estimate for \\xaC -xaC ||, where we follow [11] , For the proof of the next theorem we need the following lemma. Proof. Since (ab/2c + c)2 = a2b2/4c2 + ab + c2, the inequality a2 < ab + c2 implies a2(l + Z>2/4c2) < (ab/2c + c)2, and hence a ■ \jl + b2/Ac2 < ab/2c + c. This implies that a(yb2 + 4c2 -b) < 2c2, and hence l*a,C ~ Xa.C"\a ^ l*a,C "n la +11 gall ' II " ~~ *a,C" + "n ~~ *a,C II Now (3.4) and ||« -xa,c> + h"-xaX\\ < ||« -x"jCJ + \\h" -xaX\\ imply «1/2-|l*«,C-*a,C"ll <l*a,C-*a,C"L< ( II T( *«,C ~ " J II + «II *a.C " " "f) (b) If C = X and C" = Xn, where X" is a linear finite-dimensional subspace of X (unconstrained case), then ga = 0 and /z" = P"xaC = P"xa, where Z>" is the orthogonal projector onto Xn, imply the estimate ll*a,C -*«,C"II = 11*« -*"1 < «-1/2||Z;(/ -/JJ*a.cll + IIC " 0*«.d|.
which is the same estimate as in [4] .
(c) Let
Wr= {hn e Cn\((T*T+al)(xaXn -x",c), h" -x",cJ > o) (c C").
By a result of the Kuhn-Tucker theory (cf., e.g., [10, Proposition 1.2]), xa c is the unique element in W" which minimizes ||7x -ZxaC||2 + a||x -xaC||2 on W"; hence ll*a,C" -*a,dl < «"1/2||n«n -*a,c)ll +!!«"" *",CII ^ all h" G W"«.
But W" depends on a and, in general, 0 =£ W" ¥= C". If we only know that hn g C" (c C), then by Theorem 3.4 we obtain the estimate ll*a,C -*a,C"ll < *-1/2\\T(xaX -h") || +||X"|C -A J _l -1/211 II1/2,, , mV2
+ « V II gall ll*«,C-AJI .
which is not optimal with respect to convergence rates: If Qy = Ry and x0 c G R(PCT*), then Theorem 2.5 implies that ||gj| = 0(a); hence a-1/2\\ga\\^2 is bounded. Now let
where Pc is the metric projector of X onto C"; then the third term of the estimate only converges with the rate 0(\\PcxaC -xa>c||1/2), but the best possible rate of convergence of elements in C" to xaC is 0(||Z>C xaC -xa x\\).
In the following we develop two estimates, one for ||x" c -x0 c||, and one for ll*a c ~ xac II' which are both optimal with respect to convergence rates, if C is a ball (i.e., C = (x G A"|||x -z|| < r}, z G X, r > 0 and C" = C n X", where X" is a finite-dimensional subspace of X.
In the following, let Xn be a linear subspace of X and C" c Xn be closed and convex. By Pn we denote the orthogonal projector onto Xn. We then define (3.7)
C"°:= {hneX"\((T*T+al)xaXii-T*y,hn-xaXii)>0}.
It follows from (2.6) (with C" instead of C) that C" c C". C" is closed and convex.
By S" we denote the metric projector of X onto C". Let then for all x g X, \P"X ifgn° = 0, {g">xaX -P"x) (3.8) S"x x P"x + max 0.
gan ifg^O.
(g°>*a,C"-PnX)
If g^ = 0, (3.7) implies that C"a = X" and hence 5"" = P". Now let g^ # 0 and / Í a « _.\\ X" := max \ By a result of the Kuhn-Tucker theory (cf., e.g., [10, Proposition 1.2]), ,S"x is defined as the unique element in C" such that (S"ax -x, n" -S"x) ^ 0 for all n" g C". If P"x g C"a, (3.7) implies that Xa" = 0. Since (P"x -x) <e X¿ and (n" -^) g *" for all n" g C"a, (P"x -x, n" -P"x) = 0 for all n" g C"a; hence 5"ax = P"x. (3.8) implies that ||(P" -S"a)x|| = 0 for all x g C; hence it is clear that ||(P" -S"a)x|| = 0 < ||(7 -P")z\\2/r. Now let g"a # 0; then (2.6) (with C replaced by C") implies that xaC g 9C" (3 with respect to X"), i.e., ||xa c -P"z\\2 = r2 -||(7 -P")z||2. We see from Figure 3 .1 that for all x g C with P"x <£ C"a, .7), then it follows that (S" -Pn)xoc = 0. Together with Theorem 3.7, we obtain the estimate ill*".c. -*o,cll < «1/2H"II +(l + ol-^\\T(I -Pn) 11)11(7 -P")x0>c||.
If we choose an such that a¡1/2||7(7 -P")|| < const and an -> 0 for n -» oo, then we obtain the convergence rate 0(a\/2 + ||(7 -P")x0 c||), which is optimal (see Theorem 2.5) for xoc g R(PcT*).
(b) If C and C" are defined as in Lemma 3.6 and an is chosen such that a~nl/2 max(||7(7 -P")||, ||(7 -P")z||) < const and a" -> 0 for n -> oo, then we obtain the convergence rate 0(a\/2 + ||(7 -P")xoc|| + ||(7 -P")z||), which is again optimal.
If we know that ||xaC -xoc|| = 0(a), then the estimate of Theorem 3.7 can never be optimal with respect to a. Therefore, we develop an estimate for \\xaX -xaC ||, which is optimal with respect to a even in the case ||x" c -x0 c|| = 0(a). Theorem 3.9. Let Ry = Qy g 7(C) and C", P", S"" as in Theorem 3.7. For a > 0 let ga be defined by ga := T*TxaC + axaC -T*y. Then h\\Xa.C -X..C.II < «"1/2||(7 -Pn)T*\\{\\(l -P")X0X\\ + \\xaX ~ X0,c||) + «-1/2||7(S"a -P")xa,c|| +||(S"a -P")x"jC|| + a-1||(7-P")7*7(xa>c-x0,c)||
Proof. It follows from (3.7), (2.3), Ry = Qy, (2.6), and C,cC that Since (a + b)2 « 2(a2 + b2) and (7 -P")2 = (7 -P"), this implies that èll*«,c -*a,cj < a-l/2¡T(s; -i)xaX\\ + \\(s; -Pn)xaX\\ + a-l\\(Pn-l)T*T(xaX-xox)\\ +«-1/2\\ga\\1/2\\(s:-pn)xaXf/2 < a^2\\(l -P")T* ||(||(7 -PB)x0>c|| + ||x",c -x0,c||) + a-1/2||7(5"a -P")xa,c|| + 11(5« -Pjxa,c|| and an:= c ■ max{||(Z -P")x0,c||2, ||(7 -P")z||2, \\(I -P")T*\\2}, c> 0, then ll*«",c" -*o,cll = 0(max(||(7 -Pn)x0,c||, ||(7 -P")z||, |(7 -P")7*||)).
(b) If xoc G R(PCT*), xoc * T*U and Pxoc g R(PT*TP), where P is the orthogonal projector onto L:= {he X\(xoc -T*U, h) -0}, and an:= c ■ max{||(Z -P")x0,c||, ||(Z -P")z||, ||(7 -P")r*||2}, c > 0, then ' ll*a",C" _ *0,cll = 0(max(||(7 -PB)x0,c||, ||(7 -P")z||, ||(7 -Pn)T*f, \(I -P")T*T\\)).
Proof. Lemma 3.6 implies that C" * 0 for all n G N and \\(S^ -P")xaX\\ < ||(7 -Pn)z\\2/r for all a > 0. Therefore, by Theorem 3.9, we obtain the estimate 2 II *a",C" ~~ *0,cll < -II V -Ŷ 2 II Xa",C X0.C\\ (3.9) +«J/2|(/ -Pn)T*\\(\\(l -Pn)xox\\ + \\xanX -x0,cll) + a-1/2r-i||r||-||(7-P")z||-||(7-P")z||+r-1||(7-P")z||2
+ an-1|(7 -Pn)T*T{xar -xox) I + r^2a^2\\g J/2\\(I -Pn)z\\.
The compactness of T guarantees (cf. [4, Lemma 4 .21]) that ||(7 -P")7*|| -» 0 and ||(7 -Pn)T*T\\ ^Ofor« -> oo. Since x0 c G R(PCT*), Theorem 2.5 implies that \\T(xaC -x0 c)|| = 0(a), hence by definition of ga (cf. Theorem 3.9) ||gj| = 0(a). This implies that a~1/2||ga ||1/2 is bounded. The choice of a" in (a) and (b), respectively, implies that aj/2||(7 -P")7*|| and a^2\\(l -Pn)z\\ are bounded. Therefore, (3.9) implies that ll*«..c" -*o,cll = 0(max(||xan,c -x0>c||, ||(7 -PB)x0,c||, ||(7 -P")z||)
+ a,-;1||(7-Pj7*7(xan,c-x0,c)|).
(a) Theorem 3.2 implies that \\xan,c-xo,c\\ = 0(aY2) and that a~1\\T(xa c -x0 c)|| is bounded. Therefore, we obtain with (3.10) ll*a",c" -*o,cll = 0(max(||(7 -P")x0,c||, ||(7 -P")z||, |(7 -P")7*|)).
(b) Since dC = [x g X\ \\x -z\\2 = r2}, F(x):= \\x -z||2 is twice continuously Fréchet-differentiable and P"(x) is positive definite for all x g X (note that F"(x)(z, z) = 2\\z\\2), Theorem 2.6 implies that ||xa c -xoc|| = 0(an) and aJll*a",c _ *o,cll 's bounded. Therefore, we obtain from (3.10) = 0(max(||(7 -P")x0,c||, ||(7 -P")z||, ||(7 -P")7*|2, ||(7 -P")7*7|)). D Corollary 3.10 shows that it is possible to obtain optimal convergence rates if C is a ball and if C" = C n I", where Xn is a linear subspace of X. If we know only that Ry = Qy, xoc G R(PCT*), C"c C for all n G N, and Pcxoc -» xoc for n -> oo, where Pc> denotes the metric projector from X onto C", then we can only guarantee the square root of the best-possible rate of convergence of elements of C" to the C-best approximate solution of (2.1), i.e., 0(||(PCn -7)xoc||1/2): Since C" c Q\ ||(SB" -7)x0 c|| < \\(PCn -I)xox\\. Now Theorem 3.7 implies that iii*a",c" -*o,di <\\»\\«y2 + cc-^wns: -i)Xox\\ +\\(s« -i)Xox\\ Now Theorems 3.7 and 2.4 imply that for an = cl ■ n~2, 8n = c2 we should obtain the convergence rates e" -0(n~l), e* = 0(n~l). c2>0, 16 32 64 6.3*10"6 1.6*10"6 3.9*10"7 9.8*10"8 2.4*10"8 1.9 + 10"1 4.9*10"2 1.0* 10"2 3.9*10"3 2.6 *10" It follows from [5] that ||(7 -P")xoc|| = 0(n'2), ||(7 -P")z|| = 0(n~2), and hence and xox G R(PCT*), but x0 = xoc Í R(T*). It follows from [5] , analogously to Example 4.1(a), that ||(7 -Pc )x0 c|| = 0(n'2) for n = 2k, k G N. Now Theorems 3.7 and 2.4 imply that for an = cl ,-2 &n = c2 ' " 2> ci> c2 > 0, we should obtain the convergence rates en = 0(n *), el = 0(n-1).
The unconstrained Tikhonov-regularized solutions xa (= (T*Tn + a"I)~1T*y; Tn:= TPn) do not converge as fast as the constrained Tikhonov-regularized xa c . (The necessary condition "x0 g R(T*)" for the convergence rate o(a1/2) in the unconstrained case (cf. [4] ) is not fulfilled). We denote <?":= ||xa -xoc||, èf:= 6.3*10"5 1.6*10"5 3.9*10"6 9.8*10"7 2.4*10"7 6.0*10"3 5.3*10"3 4.5 *10"3 3.8*10"3 3.2*10"3 2.3*10"4 5.6*10"5 1.4*10"5 3.5*10"6 8.6*10"7 e"-n2*W-3.6 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.5 16 32 64
6.3*10"5 1.6*10"5 3.9*10"6 9.8*10"7 2.4*10"7 4.7*10"2 2.5*10"2 1.5*10"2 8.9*10"3 5.3*10"3 4.6*10"2 1.9*10 2 9.2* 10"3 4.5 *10"3 2. The exact solution is (Hi-1572 +6? and ||j|| * 0.00097. and Pxoc = PT*TP\, where P is the orthogonal projector onto L:= [h gX|(x0C-T*ü,h) = 0) = {heX\(z -xoc,n) = 0}, but x0 = xoc € R(T*). It follows from [5] that ||(7 -P")xoc|| = 0(n'2), ||(7 -P")z|| = 0(n'2), and hence Corollary 3.10 and Theorem 2.4 imply that for an = cl ■ n~2, 8n = c2 • n"3, cx,c2 > 0, we should obtain the convergence rates en = 0(n~2), esn = 0(n~2). We see from the tables that the unconstrained Tikhonov-regularized solutions xa and xa's" do not converge as fast as the constrained Tikhonov-regularized solutions xa c and xsa-c , respectively. (As in (a), the necessary condition "x0 g R(T*)" for the convergence rate o(a1/2) in the unconstrained case is not fulfilled.) 
